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Reserve these books
New in July 2015
Adrift by Paul Griffin
In a terrifying survival story in which past traumas are as visceral and intense as present circumstances, five
teenagers try to stay alive after becoming lost off the Atlantic coast.
New in June 2015
Deadfall by Anna Carey
Lena and a small cast of characters grapple with a cruel underground organization that hunts humans for
recreation and prestige. Lena struggles to piece together information regarding the organization in hopes of
mending the unspeakable atrocities committed by the "hunters."
New in May 2015
Rook by Sharon Cameron
In the Sunken City that was once Paris the guillotine rules again, while Sophia Bellamy from the Commonwealth
across the Channel Sea tries to rescue as many of the revolution's victims as she can smuggle out, and some
prisoners disappear from their cells, with a red-tipped rook feather left in their place--but who is the mysterious Red
Rook and where does Sophia's wealthy fiance, René Hasard, fit in?
The Hunted by Matt de la Pena (Sequel to The Living)
After surviving the earthquake and tsunami, Shy manages to make it back to land but he is far from safe because a
secret his cruise ship co-worker, Addie, shared with him is one that people have killed for, and now that Shy knows,
he has become a moving target.
New in April 2015
Tracers by J.J. Howard
Cam has had it rough. His lowlife, ex-con father was stabbed to death in prison and his mother died after a long
and virulent illness. Now he's working as a New York City bike messenger, trying to settle his debt to Chinese
gangsters who are threatening violence to anyone close to him
New in March 2015
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Andreo's Race by Pam Withers
Just as sixteen-year-old Andreo, skilled in death-defying ironman events in wilderness regions, is about to compete
in rugged Bolivia, he and his friend Raul (another Bolivian adoptee) begin to suspect that their adoptive parents
have unwittingly acquired them illegally. Plotting to use the upcoming race to pursue the truth, they veer on an epic
journey to locate Andreo's birth parents, only to find themselves hazardously entangled with a gang of baby
traffickers. Never suspecting that attempting to bring down the ring would endanger their very lives, the boys
plunge ahead. Compelling, poignant, and heart-stopping, Andreo's Race takes readers on a perilous quest to
discover the true meaning of family.
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